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Though Poincare 111underlined the convention of isotropy 

of light velocity even before the creation of Special Theory 

of Relativity (STR), it is often under discussion121 in recent 

time. Under convention one understands a theoretical state

ment which may be replaced without contradiction with expe

riment by another inconsistent with the first one. If a light 

anisotropy convention is accepted, it leads to a different 

from that within STR synchronization convention. Therefore, 

a comparison of time and space coordinates in two reference 

frames (r.f.) will also include different from STR conven-

tion 121, Thus the principal conceptions (simultaneity of events, 

time, velocity, length) within STR imply elements of conven

tion. It is very difficult to distinguish them from theory 

statements. This may explain an endless discussion on princi

pal problems of STR 131
• This situation is unsatisfactory, since 

in general sense the convention may be excluded at least from 

experimental predictions of the theory. 

The aim of this paper is to give a systematical descrip

tion of kinematics avoiding, if possible, convention concep

tions and using postulates allowing an experimental test. 

Principal definitions and conceptions will be introduced ac

cording to operational principle, i.e., ·on consideration of 

experimental procedure with which the corresponding values 

may be measured. A "radiolocation" method 141 will be used for 

coordination of events (ev.) .A variety of standard clocks and 

electromagnetic signals (y) will be the only measuring ap

paratus. 
The properties of y -sigrials are postulated in item. 3 (i.3). 

The characteristics of clockS are given by the definition of 

the standard clock (i.l) and by a postulate (i.3) of "equal 

rights" of clocks in the eXperiment on observation of Doppler 

effect for the two close clocks flying away from a point (p.).. 

At first a conception of the relative motion of two points 

is introduced only for such clocks. Then after the introduc

tion of the definition of a refe·l:-ence frame (i.5) and under 

assumption (i.4) of Euclide geometry a method is developed 

for the cOordination of ·events in remoted arbitrarily moving 

points. 
We shall try to_ formulate in an evident form the most im

portant definitions, assumptions, and postulates. The defini-
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tions will be indicated with the number of the type [01.!]; 
assumptions and postulates, [A2.3]; theorems referred to, I3.1]. References to them are made with numbers in round brackets. 

I. Registration of coincidence of some event with a clock 
"strike", or its occurrence between the clock "strikes",is an 
elementary experimental procedure. Any kinematical measure
ment means to get such data for different clocks at different 
sites. First of all one should define the r~quirements for 
the standard clock to satisfy. For this purpose let us con-
sider an aggregate (0,1,2, ... k .... E .... ). of cycle processes 
in which any cycle leads to an event in some point 0. Let 
there be registered in point 0 nr neighbour events of r -th, 
cycle between n k neighbour events of k -th cycle. [ Dl.l] 
This aggregate of processes can be used as a clock in point 
0 if ratio n~/ne should b€ invariable with a variation of 
physical cond1tions. In kinematics it is important to check 
up the constancy of these ratios under different clock repla
cements and, in particular, with a variation of clock motion. 

We cannot make a definition for mOtion or acceleration 
without having defined the standard clock. Therefore we can
not speak about the constancy of nk/ne for a clock, e.g., 
moving with an acceleration of 980 cm/sec 2.But we can state 
constancy of nk/Df for the clo,ck falling under Earth gra
vity. Experiments of this type can be performed only with an 
aggregate of processes /5/. So, only an aggregate of processes 
is called a clock. 

Besides a comparison of different processes of one clock a comparison may be drawn of the corresponding processes of 
two clocks A and B,if point A and B coincide. [01.2]- Then for 
the standard clock the following equation must hold n k(A)/nk(B)=l. Further we shall operate only with standard clocks. 

A certain quantity M (scale coefficient) is usually assigned to the neighbouring events ("strikes") of a given process (k==O) 
and the interval between them is said to be equal to M time 
units. The equality of scale coefficients of standard clocks 
A and B, if points A and B coincide, follows from a comparison 
of corresponding processes of these clocks (n k(A)/n J!B) =I). If, then, the clocks are spaced, there is no experiment setting limits for the choice of a scale coefficient for them. The 
simplest way is to take the same coefficients,but it still remains a convention /6/, Frequency taken as a number of events 
per unit time implies the same convention. But the experiment 
operated only with the frequency ratios (of the type nk/ne ) which is naturally independent of scale coefficient convention. 
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Having this in mind one may easily in the very beginning 
exclude from theory the discussed convention. [Dl. 3] - For 

this purpose let us define the time interval .by clock of 

p. 0 r 12 (0) between the events I and 2 in point 0 as a number 

of "strikes" of a given standard clock process (k ""0) between 

the events l and 2, or as a ratio n 0/m, if events 1 and 2 

are periodical and one counts m such events between no "strikes". 

The time interval is expressed (either exactly or approximate

ly) through a rational number. Since according to the above 
statement the definition of the time characterizes the rela

tionship between the measured events and clock processes, then 

the question of self-congruence of clock readings (scale co

efficient constancy) with clock replacement has no sense, as 
well as that of the congruence of readings of the two spaced 

clocks. So, this conception of time differs from that widely 

accepted 16 • 11 • 

If events a and b occur at different sites, then the expe

rimental connection between them and a given clock can be 

established only with the help of signals (e.g., y -signals). 

This connection is characterized by two events of y -signal 

departures from the clock of point 0 towards the points of 

events a and b and two events of y -signal arrivals at clock 

site being reflected from points in which events a and b oc

cur. Let us introduce the following denotions: r-;_b(O) is 

the time interval of the clock at Q, between the departures; 

and 'r :b (0), between the arrivals of y -signals. 
[D1.4] - We shall call them signal coordinates of events a 

and b. These denotions though cumbersome appear to be conve

nient, since reflect the experimental procedure and help to 

avoid confusion. We shall also use these denotions in the 
case if only one event occurres out of clock point (see fig.la, 

T l4 (0) ~ T 12(0), T j\ (0) ~ '13 (0) ). 

2. Let us define the relative motion of two close points A 
and-0 for the case of point A moving through and away from 

point 0. There (fig. I a) by the clocks at A and 0 only r 14 (0) , 

r t4 (0) , r 14 (A) may be measured. [D2.1] - We shall call 

£4 (0) = (r{4 (0) -rf4(0))/2 the location coordinate of event 4 (in 

point A) with respect to point 0. [D2.2] - Limits ~A (0) , 

~ "'j. (O) , ~ ..._ (0) , to which ratios 14 /r j 4 (0) , 14 I 'i~ ( 0), f 4 /r14(A) 

tend to with decreasing rt4 , are the quantitative characteris

tics of motion of point A and rsignals with respect to point 
o. But tO avoid complicated terminology we shall speak about 

the motion of point A with respect to point 0. 

(I) 
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3. Let us postulate the following features of the experi
ment on y-signal exchange between moving points. ( A3.1] 
The motion of a source of y -signal does not affect the propa
gation of y-signal. Therefore, it is convenient to use y as 
a signal. [ A3.2) - If clocks in points A and 0 in a relative 
motion exchange y -signals in a short enough time after coin
cidence (ev.l) (fig,lb), then 

'14 (A)/' t4 (O) ~' 15(0)/'1; (A)' 

That is, the clocks have "equal rights" in such experiment. 
In particular, we insist on satisfying (A3o2) ~ither for 
clocks of points A and 0 moving uniformly or with accelera
tion relative to other points. 

[ 3.1] - From eqs, (I) and (A3. 2) one gets a particular case 
of the Doppler effect and the relationship of the characte
ristics of motion. 

(2) 

(3) 

If a point moves slower than y -signal, then possible f.'.-, 
f.'.+ , f.'. corresponding to it lie in the intervals (0, oo), (0, lh),(O,oo), 
respectively. Following this and relation (1) it is clear 
that particle A living the shortest possible time (, (A) ~ O) 
may have finite f1JO). This· explains the observatioJ4near the 
Earth's surface of f.'. -mesons born in the upper atmospheric 
layers without i.-efering to the "slowing of the time". 

4. [D 4.1] -Points A and B are at rest with respect to each 
other, if the tim~ interval between the departures of two y-
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signals from one point (r
1

, {A) or r 34 (B)) is equal to that 

between the arrivals of t'fiese signals to the other point 

( r t (B) or r ~4 (A) ) • As a result the location coordinate of 

any 
2
event in one point relative to the other does not change 

with time. LD 4.2)- Then the location coordinate is called 

the distance between the points. Further we shall use the 

term "distance" only speaking about this location coordinate. 

[A 4.11 - Suppose that some set of points at rest can he 

imaged as a set of mathematical points in the three-dimensio

nal space. I D 4.:31 -A straight line is defined as an image 

of points of the trajectory of ),-signaL LD 4.4\ - A metric 

is introduced by assigning the distance between th£ points 

at rest to the corresponding mathematical points. Having 

this in mind we shall speak about the space of resting pojnts. 

After the introduction of definitions for a straight line and 

distance the question about the geometry of space is decided 

by the experiment. I A 4.2]- \~e propose the Euclide geometry. 

5. ID S.ll- If in the system of points at rest the times of 

)'-Signal flight along the closed trajectory in both direc·

tions are equal, then a points of this system used for the 

measurement (and the cJock placed in it} will be called tlw 

system of reference (s.r.). Going a. little ahead (i.8) let 

me note that for the points rotating uniformly along the cir

cumf£rcnce the ahove is not true and thus theylthough at rest 

relative t"o each other, cannot be used as a system of reference. 

Speaking about s.r. we shall mark it with some point /\of 

this syst£'m, i.e., (s.r.p.A). 
l!i.1]- From such defitdtion of the system of rpfert~nce it 

directly follows that: a) The time of ;--signal flight along 

a closed traje,:tory in a given s.r. is equal to the lengtl1 c1f 

trw trajectory; b) Two r -signals sent from one point hut 

along different paths com(' to the other point in times which 

dif ferPnC(' is equal to the djffPn'nce of paths covPred by 

them;c)For tl1ree events 1,2,4(points I and 2 belnn1~ to s.r.), 

one may write down the following relationship of the "triangle" 

for the m(>.asured coordinatPs of }'-signal (D1.4) 

To roordinate K ('VPnts ··1 the points of s.r. it is quite 

enough to know the relati\· coordinates of }'-signal ; ~ 2 (1) , 

; ~ 1 (2) (or r 12 (1) , , 2J(2). see D4.1) for each pair of events 

1 and ~' i.e., on the whole K(K-1) values. But for each three 

evt'nt.s nne has tlw relationship of the type (4) for the coor

dinates of y -signal. So, to coordinate three events (le.t's 
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call them basis events, if they are not lying on one straight 
line) one needs to know 5, but not 6 quantities. 

One can easily show that there are only 3 independent equa
tions for four events (tetrahedron, 4 triangles). Having this 
in mind let us consider K points, So, we have (K-l)(K-2)/2 tri
angles with a sunnnit in the K-th point. An independent equa
tion corresponds to each of them since each has a variable 
not belonging to others. Any triangle without the K-th point 
forms a tetrahedron with the K-th point. Thus to this tri
angle there corresponds an equation dependent on other three 
equations for triangles forming the tetrahedron. [5.2] - Thus 
owing to equations of the type(4) for K events only 5+4(K-3) + 
+(K-3)(K-4)/2 quantities from K(K-1) possible coordinates 
remain independent. [5.3] -The fact that the space of the 
points at rest is three-dimensional (the assignment of the 
location of point·s 4 and 5 relative to basis points leads to 
the knowledge of r 45 and consequently to equation 
2r 45 ~rt5 (4)-,45(4) lleaves only 5+4(K-3) independent quantities: 
5 - to coordinate the basis events, while to each of the rest 
(K-3) events there correspond 4 quantities which are enough 
to coordinate them with respect to basis points. 

The signal coordinates are in relation with the basis, sin~e they change on passing to Other basis points belonging to the 
same s.r. But the distance between the points 4 and 5 is inva
riant. [5.4] - One more quantity invariant to the change of 
basis points may be composed of the signal coordinates of 
events 4 and 5(equations of the type (4) is used for the events 
1,2,4 and 1,2,5): 2T45 ~ra~(A)-'a~(A)+'a5(A)-ra4(A). 
This quantity depends neither on the choice of point A in the 
system in which r +5 , r +4 , r- , r -4 are measured, nor . a . a as a . on the event a 10 po1nt A to which the t1mes are refered. 

To indicate other invariants let us introduce some quantity 
T45(~) ~T4 s-Cf4 5~), where 'i is the arbitrary vector with 1~1 ::;1, ( ~ ~o is usually omitted in the denotions). [ 5.5] - T(~) has 
the following properties: a) If interaction propagates from 
ev.4 to ev.5 slower thany-signal, then T45(q)>O; b) Equation 
T45(~) + T 56(~) ~ T4,{~) holds for ;my event 4, 5, 6; c) if events 4 and 5 occur in the same point A, then T45(q) equals to the 
time interval r 45(A). Therefore T(q) is a convenient time 
coordinate. T(q) is conventional because one may take dif
ferent ~ with one and the same experimental data about events 
4 and 5, defined by signal coordinates. 

In i.i.2 and 3 we considered the relative motion of two 
points in the vicinity of these points. Now in the system of 
reference we may describe the motion of any point with the 
help only of readings of three clocks placed in the basis 
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points. But this will be possible after investigating with 
the help of a set of points at rest belonging to any s.r. 
the geometry of the part of the world where we make experi
ments. 

Let us note that here differently from STR we defined s.r. 
consequently and with kinematical methods only. 

6. One may easily show that the measurement of the time 
coordinate t 45 in STR is a particular case of the procedure of 
measuring T45. Th~refore,.the procedure of time coordination in 
STR may be simplified by measuring T 45 with any clock of s.r. 
(instead of t 45 measured by two clocks in points 4 and 5). 
Then the role of y -signal transmission in all kinematical 
measurements is much emphasized. Usual two-step procedure 
of measuring t 15 in STR (clock synchronization, taking time) 
separates y -'Slgnal transmission and time measurement. There
fore t~e time coordinate T 45 bei~g invariant (5.4) is imper
ceptible in STR, but an emphasis -is made on clock synchroni-
zation which is not unne_cessary. · 

After synchronization in.the case of remoted events only 
these two events are considered in taking time (as it is with 
events in the cl~ck point). Then_one by mistake may think that 
there is no essential difference between taking time t by one 
or two clocks. But as it was shown earlier (5.4) in the measu
rement of T(~) for remoted events there appear four_ events 
(differently from the measurement of the time interval between 
the events in the clock point) and the convention for ~ is 
used (similar to synchronization convention 121 ) • 

A velocity V(~)- r 45 /T45(~) as a characteristic of motion 
differs from ~+, ~- , ~ by the fact that it reflects the 
time coordinate choice convention. For example, if some points 
have~ different only in direction, then their V(~,IO) differ 
in value (describable not observable anisotropy 121 ). At ~-0 
V(~) coincides with that in STR, if the velocity of light is 
accepted to be unity. 

7. Let us underline the advisability of defining (01.3) the 
time interval as a difference of readings of one and the same 
clock and compare it with other possible definitions. Under 
assumption of infinitely fast signal within absolute time 
conception the time interval rt5 (B~ =. r4t (C) is independent of 
the choice of point and of it's motion and is rigidly corres
pondent to two events (even remoted) 4 and 5. In this case 
it is advisable to define the time interval as a difference 
of times of signal arrivals from these events (unlike D 1.3). 
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The employment of y -signals to establish the correspon
dence between the events and distant clock makes the matter 
different. If events 4 and 5 take place in the point A of 
s.r. (of points A,B,C), then according to the properties of 
points at rest r45 (A) =rt5 (B) =r 45(B) =rt5 (C). In this particu
lar case the time interval will be the same according to both 
definitions. But for remoted events (in the s.r.) both defi
nitions are unacceptable: the former, due to the fact that r4r5 (B) -1 r,t5 (C) ; the latter (D 1.3), due to the absence of 
clocks (in this s.r.) in which point both events occur. 

Is it reasonable in this situation to call the time coor
dinate T

45
(1J) the time interval and consider events 4 and 5 

simultaneous (if' T 45{1J)==0)'?Then to avoid a set of "times" in 
one s.r. (different r1 ) sometimes the preference of case 11 =0 
is tried, because in Minkowsky space an orthogonal coordinate 
system corresponds to it. Under this definition of Th1=0) 
is prefered to many time coordinates and the time coordinate 
T is not different from clock readings r. 

The condition rJ=O (or any other) is introduced for conve
nience only (orthogonal coordinates) and is a convention.Main 
objection to unification within one conception of the time 
interval r (D1.3) and time coordinate T (5.4)is the essential 
difference in measuring procedure. Besides r is free of con
vention on T(?J). So, 'it seems reasonable to refuse from con
ception of time for remoted events and distinguish the time 
coordinate from the time interval. 

8. The expression (2) describes the experiment on transmis
siorlof y -signal between the clocks, flying away from the 
point. A system of reference allows one to describe the gene
ral case of y -signal exchange between remoted clocks, if one 
knows the motion of the source (llA (OJ) and of the detector 
(fiB (0)) in some s. r. of any point 0. 

(5) 

where events 1 and 2 are the y -signal departures from p.A; and 
events 3 and 4, y -signal arrivals at point B. 

A relationship for the Doppler effect is obtained from (5) 
when r 12 , r

34 
<<r

24 , r 13 (e.g., r 12 and r 34 tend to 0): 

,(A) (y! + ~~ (0) -FA(O) cosa(O)) ~' +(B)(yl +I' ~(0) -1' 8(0) cosf3(0)). (6) 

Here angles a and fi are taken from trajectory of the signal 
to that of p.A and p.B, respectively; Jl.A' a are taken bet-
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ween the events of y -signal departures and fJ- B' (1 - between 

y -signal arrivals. ls.a·\ - Using (6) one may easily derive 

formulas for MOssbauer rotor experiments. In particular points 

rotating uniformly about circumferences satisfy the condition 

(D 4.1) for the points at rest with respect to each other. 

From (6) it follm.;s that the points belonging to one s.r. 

in another one keep the same value and direction of motion, 

and vice versa, if points experience the same motions in 

a s.r., then they may be used as the points belonging to 

another s.r. 

9. Considering experiments in s.r.p.A and s.r.p.B one may 

obtain the relationship for )' -abberation using the fact that 

ratio r(A),'r~(B) in (6) is the same in both s.r.: 

This formula describes the relation of angle <.~(B) between ) 

and llA(B) directions in s.r.p.B with (_p(A) between the same 

rand 1t 8(AJ directions in s.r.p.A (ILA(B) 11H(A) = IL: ¢(AJ 

and </l(B) are differeut angles and not one and the same angle 

in different s.r.). 

10. Actually the principal postulate (A 3.2) considered to be 

stated the existence of pairs of "equal in rights" (symmetric) 

experiments in the exchange of y -signals between close moving 

points. But this may he true for remote points also. From (6) 

(scheme for )'-exchange is shown in fig.2, in the bottom 

s.r.p.O, in the top s.r.p.A) it follows that, if there exist 

the events 1-8 that ,_,, 78 (0J~¢ 34(A), ~ 78 (0) "l':l 1 (A) then 

(8) 

This condition may be satis
fied, if p.A and p.O do not 
change their motion. If one 

chooses ' 12 (A) ~' 56 (0). then 
experiments of exchange Yt:l, 
y 24 from p.A to p.O and y57 , 
y 68 from p.O to p.A will be 
symmetric. Relative to such 
experiments s.r. of p.O and 
p.A have "equal rights". 

At ¢ 12(0)- ¢56 (A)~90° (trans

verse Doppler effect) both re
lations in (8) will be less 
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than unity. These facts are "absolute" (both may take place 
in any s.r.). Each time interval in (8) is tak~n between their 
own pair of events, therefore, the transverse Doppler effect 
cannot be interpreted as a relative returdation of clocks~ 

If p.O moves with acceleration, e.g., between the events 
6 and 3 (the time of existence of s.r.p.O is limited), then 
there is no symmetric experiment on sending y57 , y 68 signals, 
i.e., "equal rights" of clocks of p.A and p.O·are destroyed. 
The like case resulting in clock returdation will be consi
dered in the following item. 

II, A comparison (basing on 3.1 and D 5.1) of readings of 
clock 0 of some s.r. with those of a travelling clock of p.A 
passing through p.O (event 2) and back to p.O (event 3) gives 
the expression: 

'23(A) -"'-· --o-
r 23 (0) = f v' 1 + r! (0) dr(A). (9) 

0 

From (9) it follows that at r > 0 the clock in p.A is slow 
'23 (O) > '28 (A) · 

The fact that the clock in p.A is slow is not connected 
with accelerated motion of p.A (action of forces). Similar 
fact takes place for the sum of readings of the set of clocks 
moving together with the clock of p.A, but each clock in the 
set moves uniforinly accompanying P.A along the "straightened" 
infinitely short parts of the trajectory. He~e we make use· 
of the postulates reported in i.i.1,3 of equal properties of 
either accelerated (but not destroyed) or not accelerated 
clocks. Note, in STR one cannot predict the behaviour of an 
accelerated clock basing on the principle of relativity only. 

If one considers a travelling twin (or meson)' as a set of 
not desctroying clocks, then comes to the conclusion that the 
travelling brother having returned and outlived his twin 
brother (resting in s.r.) will not succeed to do more during 
his lifetime than the other did in his (relative frequencies 
of not destroying processes do not change (D 1.1) with motion). 

12. Considering the measurement of 
,- for event 4 and 5 using clocks of 
moving relative to each other ~) one 
relationship 

signals 
s. r. p .A 
obtains 

coordinates r+, 
and s.r.p.B 
the following 

+ 
r +(A) H- (A)± (r +(A) -r- (A) )=[r + (B) +r- (B)±(r .,+

4
(B) -r,-

4
(B))]y' £_; 45 45 a4 a4 45 45 !J ,_. fl. ::;: 

(10) 
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Here p.A and p.B (events a and ~ in them) are taken so that 
the direction of y 5 sent from p.A (ev. a) to ev. 5 forms 
with Ya4 an angle ~f 90° in s.r.p.A (directions of Ya4 and 
~B(A) coincide) and the direction of YfJ& sent from p.B (ev. 
fJ) to event 5 forms with YfJ4 an angle of 90° in s.r.p.B. 
In order to obtain eq. (10) 1t is quite enough to assume the 
Euclide geometry for one s.r. only. 

Let us take the Cartesian axes of X(A) , Y(A) , X(8) , Y(8) 

along the directions y a4., y a& , y 134 , y 13 5 respectively, 
and introduce the follow1ng denotions for the location coor
dinates of events 4 and 5 relative to points A and B - 2x45(A)= 
~ r4"'4(A) - r ;4(A), 2Y45 (A) ~ra"'5<Al -ra5(A) ·Then the relationship 
(10) is transformed into the expression which confirms the 
Lorentz transformations, if ~=~'=0 --.-

T45(A.~)·'··(A)~ ±x45 (A)~(T45(8,~')+r45 (8);;'±x 45(8)Ly' ~: , 
~ (II) 

The relationship (10) shows the relativity of signal coordina
tes, i.e., their dependence on s.r. used. But the form of 
transformations (II) for T , x , y is dependent on both this 
relativity and choice convention for ~(A) and ~'(8). Speak
ing about the relativity of T, r +, r- (e.g., T45(A) = 5 ·s, 
T45(B) = 6 ·s ) one should keep in mind that the term 11 second" 
in this paper does not mean a common scale for clocks in p.A 
and p.B. It indicates only the type of standard clocks we use 
in points (i. I). 

The loCation coordinates x45 (A) , y45 (A) coincide in value 
with distances between point A and the points in s.r.p.A 
when there events 4 and 5 occur (points 4 and 5). To events 4 
and 5 in each s.r. correspond their own pair of points. There
fore, from the point of view of the present work, the state
ments about coordinates T, x, y made in STR on the basis of 
Lorentz transformations cannot be interpreted as a relative 
retardation of clock and relative contraction of rods. Indeed 
T45 (A,~) and '!4 5 (8, ~ ') do not coincide in both systems with 
time intervals (D 1.3) and coordinates x 45 (A) and x4s(8) with 

the distances (D 4.2) between the ends of the rod. In the 
case of a nonclosed trajectory of clock motion there is no 
experimental operation on comparison of readings of two clocks 
between two events. And for a rod moving in some s.r. one can
not speak about its length (distance between its ends) in this 
system, so one can speak only about the difference between the 
location coordinates of some events at the ends of the rod. 
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From eqs. (10,11) it follows that the qu:mt i ty S 

2 <--)"I -)2(' -) (4S --(;- --11 -(; -r - ;- ~-; _ 4fl- 4S 45 a4 a4 W1 U~> 

~s invariant to the transition to another s.r. For the clock 
C moving uniformly and rectilinearly from event 4 to event 5 
?ne_has S~:;.'--r 4 E")(c).Having in mind this and definjtion of 11 
1t 1s cas1Jy seen that I' can be transformed as r 4r> vector 
with coordinates X45 , Y 4 (). 

13. From the point of view nf the present paper in STR 
the~ arp mixed together the conceptions of time (IJ 1.3) and 
tim~~ coordinate (5.4). And the term "time" is used for the 
tim(' coordinilte of a particular t·ypC' L,--0). ldPntification of 
timer and f.iP"JC' coordinate Tf11 0) in STR produces an illu
sJnn of a common basis (relativity of time) in the explana
tion of ('lol"k returdation, if tl1ey move uniformly and recti
linearly, of transverse Doppler effect, and of clock returda
tion, if tlwy move along a closed trajPetory. But this state
nH•nt about ltrelativi ty of time retardation" is to a greater 
<'XtPnt connected with the conventionality of T. And it is 
difficult to distinguish convention and re18tivity in Lorentz 
transfnrmations (misunderstandings and p8radoxcs are often 
due> to this). While relationships (10) an' free of this con
V0ntinn and thus it is much ensier tn analyse experiments 
using cxpPrimPntal values of ;',r-,r (-i.i.8,9,10,ll). 

'fh(' r(·portp_d construction of kjnprn;H ics and STH bases on 
difft>n'nt axioms (definitions, postulrttf's, assumptions), 
Nevertlwlt>ss it is ertsy to follow the "r·orrC'spondcnce" of' some 
positions,- t',g., of the princip1P of r<'lntivity and "equali-
ty of rights" postulate for the clocks flying away from a point 
(A 3.2). The principle of relativity assUfllPS the existence of 
severn] laboratories so "screened" from the surrounding uni
vers<.' that the latter does not :lff('ct tlw expPrimenls inside 
th0 lahor;ltories. But since no "scrPening 11 of gravitntional 
field is possible, then one dPmands tlwt ('it!Jer large masses 
should IH' far 3Way or the size nf a 1ahor,1tory should bt> li
mited. In other words the principle of r('lativity has a Joca] 
character, as well as the postulate of tlw "equality of rights". 

14. In conclusion let us summnri?-e some results: 

a) Tlw propc'rties of clocks were postulated in t>..-ro cas<·s: 
comparison of periodical processes of clocks in the point· 
(LJ); nrbhrary motion of two docks in the point (i.3). The 
knowledge of these local properties of clocks was suffici('!'Jl 
to study the gPometry in the systPm of points at rest and on 
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its basis to obtain kinematical relationships containing only 
clock readings (r, r+, r-). 

b) The conception of the time interval appeared to be lo
cal also (defined in the point of the clock). This conception 
needs neither convention about the values of scale coeffi
cients of standard clocks remote in space (or in time) nor 
synchronization convention. 

c) This definition for the time in the point is enough for 
the coordination of events using three basis clocks and y 

signals. For time coordination of any events it suffices to 
have one clock in any s.r. 

d) Hith measured r+, r- the coordinates of different form 
may be made depending on convention. 

e) The analysis of measuring procedures makes necessary to 
distinguish both time cpordinate from time and location coor
dinate from distance (i.i.4,7). 

f) Kinematical experiments can be analysed without the con
ventional conceptions and statements of STR, i.e., simulta
neity of remoted events, relativity of simultaneity, relati
vity clock retardation and rod contraction. 

The author would like to express his gratitude to V.V.Nitts, 
A.B.Popov and A.A.Tiapkin for useful comments and to T.F.Dmit
rieva for her help in prepairing English version of the paper. 
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